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The technical descriptions and results from this experimental
study are presented in two volumes; Volume I (NASA CR 3655) summarizes
the test program and provides limited test results and comparative
analysis. The bulk of the data, comprised of laser-velocimeter mea-
surements and airfoil surface pressures, are contained in the present
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This report is a companion document to NASA CR 3655, "An Experi-
mental Study of the Separating Confluent Boundary Layer, Volume I -
Summary ." Volume I provides a detailed description of an experiment-
al study of the separating confluent boundary layer on a
two-dimensional, high-lift airfoil (NASA GAW-I). The primary instru-
mentation employed in the study was a two-dimensional laser-veloci-
meter system used in a "back-scatter" operational mode with limited
data checks made with other, more conventional instruments. The
present document, and its supplement, present the bulk of the data
acquired in the program along with the necessary information to iden-
tify tabulated and plotted test results with corresponding airfoil
configurations and test conditions.
)
Appendixes A, B, C, D, and E contain the LV-derived boundary-layer
and wake data for approximately 30,000 combinations of airfoil geomet-
ric locations and configurations in the form of velocity vectors,
turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear stresses. Tabulated
surface-pressure data, corresponding to the LV-measurement conditions,
are given in appendix E for both single- and multi-element configura-
tions. J
Due to the large volume of data contained in the appendixes,
appendixes A, B, C, D, and E are included in a "Supplement to NASA CR
F
166018" which is available upon request.
the back of this report.
A request form is found at
2.0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
_").
C_ section lift coefficient, L/q_C
C£ma x maximum section lift coefficient
Cp pressure coefficient, AP'/q_
C chord length, in.
Cf skin friction coefficient, Tw/q
)
CZ_ section lift-curve slope
h,H height, inches
L section lift, pounds
g/c or G gap-to-chord ratio
OH/C or OH overhang-to-chord ratio
P pressure, psf or psi
q_ or qe freestream dynamic pressure, psf
) M_ freestream Mach number
RN c Reynolds number based on airfoil basic chord length
tic airfoil thickness ratio
U_ or U e freestream velocity_fps
Umax velocity at edge of boundary-layer, fps
U,V cartesian velocity components, fps
U T ,V ! turbulent velocity components, fps
U, V mean velocity components, fps
x,y,z cartesian coordinates, inches
angle-of-attack, degrees
mass density, slugs/cu, ft.
boundary-layer momentum thickness, inches
boundary-layer height, inches
6" boundary-layer displacement thickness, inches




shearing stress at wall, psf







U, L upper- or lower-surface, respectively
with reference to slat
M with reference to main-element
with reference to flap
W with reference to wake






The various combinations of airfoil main-element, flap, and slat
used to make up a selected test configuration are summarized in table
I. A configuration code number, identifying the high-lift elements
involved, appropriate-gap and overhang dimensions, and angle of attack
are obtained directly from this chart. As an example, configuration
B-2 represents a 30 ° trailing-edge flapped case with gap-to-chord and
overhang-to-chord ratios of 0.04 and 0.0, respectively; the angle of
attack is 7.94 degrees. The geometric definitions pertaining to a
configuration are given in figure i. All subsequent data sets
contained in the appendixes and as corresponding to a given configu-
ration are given by the configuration code number.
3.2 LV-Orientation
The spatial orientation of the LV-surveys is shown in figure 2.
As indicated, the surveys were made perpendicular to the surfaces of
the airfoil elements or perpendicular to chord-line extensions for




Coordinates for the basic airfoil, flap and slat are given in
figures 3 through 5 with the surface-pressure orifice locations shown
in figure 6. Pressure distributions in coefficient form,
Cp=(P-Ps)/q , for various chordwise positions are presented in figures
8 through 31. The identification notation shown on these figures
corresponds to the configuration coding discussed in association with
table I. For further data identification, table II provides a cross-
reference of PRESSURE TEST-RUN-DATA Point number with the configura-
tion code along with the appropriate geometries and angles of attack.
With this information, the tabulated surface-pressure data, given in
appendix E, can be readily identified.
r .
4.2 Integrated Lift Data
The pressure distributions in 4.1 were integrated and presented
in figures 32 to 35 as lift coefficient (C) versus angle of attack
( ) plots. These figures represent all of the configurations outlined
in section 3.1 and in table II.
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5.0 EXPERIMENTAL LV-DATA - COMPOSITE PLOTS
5.1 Composite Plots
The LV profile surveys of velocity vectors are summarized and
shown in figures 36 to 60 for each test configuration. A run number
identifies each survey which can be found individually in appendixes
A, B, C, and D. These composite plots are intended for use as a run
summary for the complete test. In some isolated instances, a run
number is shown without a corresponding profile. This is done to sim-
plify the plot and, in such cases, the position of the run number
indicates the approximate location of the profile. The more exact
location is defined in the tabulated data under that run number.
5.2 Individual Profiles
Each LV survey is identified by its run number in appendixes B
and D. These individual survey plots are presented as velocity
vectors, turbulence intensities, and Reynolds shear stresses. It
should be noted that sliding scales are used to accommodate each plot.
The LV surveys were made either perpendicular to the surface or
chord-line extension as shown in section 3.2, figure 2. The LV-data
acquired in wind-axes have been geometrically rotated to axes perpen-
dicular and parallel to thesurface or chord-line extension.
)
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5.3 Tabulated LV Results
Appendixes A and C contain the tabulated data for all LV surveys
shown in appendixes B and D. The headings show the run number and
test number (ERF 027 for wing alone data and ERF 032 for flapped or
slatted data). The letters (M,W,F,S) after GAW-I in the title locate
the survey position as being on the main element, wake, flap, or slat,
respectively, at the given x/c location. For surveys made in the
freestream directly upstream of the main-element or slat, the x/c-
value Carries a negative sign and a subscript of M (main) or S (slat),
respectively. The translation angle is the angle relative to the
test-section wind-axes at which the survey was run and is also the
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F-1 _ F-3 _ 032-59
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Nose Radius = .OO75c
Nose Radius Location (Xf/c,Zf/c) = (.OO75,-.O235)
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FIGURE 7 GAW-I AIRFOIL CONFIGURATION FOR LV-
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) FIGURE 8 GAW-I AIRFOIL CONFIGURATION FOR LV-








FIGURE 9 GAW-I AIRFOIL CONFIGURATION FOR LV-
SURVEYS-PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, CONFIG. A-3
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) FIGURE 14 GAW-I AIRFOIL CONFIGURATION FOR LV-SURVEYS-PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION, CONFIG. B-3
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FIGURE 16 GAW-I AIRFOIL CONFIGURATION FOR LV-
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